**eddBE2011**
BRISBANE 7-10 FEBRUARY

**:: THEME ::**

**Sustainable wellbeing**
The first international postgraduate conference on **engineering, designing and developing** the built environment for **sustainable wellbeing**

**:: CALL FOR PAPERS ::**

**CALL FOR PAPERS**
The first international postgraduate conference on engineering, designing and developing the built environment for sustainable wellbeing – **eddBE2011** is free, peer-reviewed, and multidisciplinary.

This conference is targeted at postgraduate students conducting research in Built Environment & Engineering.

The overarching theme of **eddBE2011** is the **positive difference** that engineers, designers and developers make in people's lives. During the preparation of their papers, students are invited to reflect on and demonstrate the national / international significance of their research and show how it will improve **wellbeing** for others in a **sustainable** fashion.

For more information please visit the conference website [http://www.bee.qut.edu.au/research/events/eddbe](http://www.bee.qut.edu.au/research/events/eddbe)

**:: KEY THEMES ::**

**KEY THEMES**
Papers are solicited on research **results and applications** in the following conference subthemes:

- **Energy, Environment & Sustainability**
- **Smart and Intelligent Systems**
- **Design, Practice, People and Systems**
- **Infrastructure, Transport and Urban Development**

**:: DISCIPLINE AREAS ::**

**ENGINEERING**

**DESIGN**
Architecture, Industrial design, Interior design, and Landscape architecture.

**DEVELOPMENT**
Construction Management, Quantity Surveying, Property Economics, Urban and Regional Planning, and Spatial Science.

**:: INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD ::**

The conference review committee will consist of International Reviewers. All papers submitted to this conference will be blind peer-reviewed. Accepted papers will be published in the conference proceedings.

**:: KEY DATES ::**

- Paper submission: 31 October 2010
- Paper acceptance: 19 December 2010
- Camera-ready paper: 10 January 2011

**:: CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS ::**

- **HERDC* QUALIFIED**
- **FREE REGISTRATION**
- **KEYNOTE SPEAKERS**
- **MULTI DISCIPLINARY**
- **INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE**
- **POSTER COMPETITION**
- **INTERNATIONAL REVIEWERS**

**:: CONTACT THE CONFERENCE ORGANISERS ::**

*HERDC: Higher Education Research Data Collection*
POSTPONED: International Postgraduate Conference on Engineering, Designing and Developing the Built Environment for Sustainable Wellbeing

THIS CONFERENCE is rescheduled to 27-29 April 2011 from its original dates of 7-9 February 2011 due to flooding events in south-east Queensland which affected the venue and support services.

Enquiries relating to registration and participation should be directed to the eddBE2011 Conference Organising Committee via the details provided below.

This conference is targeted at postgraduate students conducting research in Built Environment & Engineering. Papers submitted to this conference will be double blind peer-reviewed. Accepted papers will be published and made available to participants via edited proceedings.

The overarching theme of EDDBE2011 is the positive difference engineers, designers and developers make in people's lives. During the preparation of their papers, students are invited to reflect on and demonstrate the national / international significance of their research and show how it will improve wellbeing for others in a sustainable fashion.

Papers are solicited on research and in the following conference subthemes:

Energy, Environment and Sustainability
Smart and Intelligent Systems
Design, Practice, People and Systems
Infrastructure, Transport and Urban Development.

Date: 27 April 2011 - 29 April 2011
Location: Gardens Point campus
Cost: FREE
Organisation: BEE Research Portfolio
Info: The eddBE2011 Conference Secretary
Phone: +617 3138 2771
Email: beehdrstudentconferences@qut.edu.au